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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Some people prefer to set a(n) ---- to fi nish their 
work because this makes them more motivated 
and eager. Otherwise, it may be hard to keep up 
with things. 

A)  balance  B)  damage

C)  fairness  D)  deadline

  E)  edition 

2. He had a successful ---- as a salesperson when 
he decided to quit and try something else. This 
shocked everyone, especially his family but he 
didn’t step back.

A)  decay  B)  ease 

C)  faith  D)  effect

  E)  career

3. The manager has been sick for weeks and her 
colleagues have been taking every decision in 
her long ----. Luckily, everything has been fi ne so 
far. 

A)  debate  B)  decade

C)  edition  D)  absence

  E)  capital

4. After recovering from her disease thanks to the 
herbal treatment she got, she started to have 
more ---- in traditional medicine. 

A)  date  B)  effort

C)  echo  D)  case

  E)  faith

5. She repeatedly said that she was just making 
a(n) ---- comment and she wasn’t serious, but 
nobody seemed to believe her. 

A)  casual  B)  cautious 

C)  deadly  D)  candid

  E)  daily

6. Quitting her job is a bold decision especially 
when you consider how ---- everything is. I am 
afraid that she will regret this decision. 

A)  fair  B)  dear

C)  deaf  D)  capable

  E)  casual

7. Our fl ight was cancelled due to ---- weather 
conditions. If it doesn’t get any better, we won’t 
be able to travel tomorrow as well.

A)  capable  B)  abundant 

C)  deadly  D)  cautious

  E)  abnormal

8. Three teachers will evaluate and grade the 
exams to make sure that process is ----. This 
way they will eliminate the risk of misjudgement. 

A)  casual  B)  candid

C)  dear  D)  deaf

  E)  fair
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9. The baby was sleeping ---- until her big brother 
made noises in her room. As soon as she 
woke up, she started to cry, and this made their 
mother very angry. 

A)  manually  B)  peacefully

C)  impersonally  D)  satisfactorily

  E)  immediately

10. The team lost the championship ----. If they 
could have won just one more game, they would 
have been the champion. 

A)  generously  B)  familiarly

C)  patiently  D)  markedly

  E)  narrowly

11. You should learn how to distinguish your 
feelings from your work. You should take 
comments about your work ---- and not get 
offended by these so much.

A)  defi nitely  B)  abnormally

C)  impersonally  D)  casually

  E)  obstinately

12. She has such a big heart. She helped her 
husband ---- and did everything she could to 
support her family until he could fi nd a job. 

A)  manually  B)  absolutely

C)  effectively  D)  narrowly

  E)  patiently

13. This factory ---- ceramics. It is the biggest 
factory in the city and employs thousands of 
people. It is one of the means of livelihood for 
the local people. 

A)  manufactures B)  abandons

C)  manipulates  D)  eliminates

  E)  accomplishes

14. The weather was so hot for the game. The 
referee ---- the game a few times so that the 
players could drink some water. 

A)  obtained  B)  paused

C)  narrated  D)  imitated

  E)  observed

15. I want you to ---- your feelings all the time so that 
we can understand better whether the therapy 
works or not. If we can’t see any changes, we 
will try new methods. 

A)  generalize  B)  emigrate

C)  observe  D)  participate

  E)  emerge

16. Parents should be careful about how they 
behave around their children because children 
learn by ---- what they see around.

A)  imitating  B)  perceiving

C)  narrating  D)  obtaining

  E)   qualifying




